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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO SOLAR ENERGY
Need Analysis
Energy is defined in classical thermodynamics as the capacity
to do work.

From the practical point of view, it is the basic

ingredient for all industrialized societies.

At the present time in

the United States, energy ·is derived from four primary sources:
petroleum; natural gas and natural gas liquids, coal and wood.

The

supplies of these energy sources, except for wood, are finite.

Their

lifetimes are estimated to range from 15 years for natural gas to
300 years for coal (Kreider,Kreith 1975).

As current energy sources

are depleted an energy gap will develop, accelerated by the population
growth and the increased dependance on energy.

With the imminent

threat of these energy sources exhaustion, mankind must turn to
longer-term, permanent energy sources.

The two most significant of

these are nuclear and solar energy.
Nuclear energy requires highly technical and costly means for
its safe and reliable utilization and may have undesirable side effects.
Solar energy, on the other hand, shows promise of becoming a dependable
energy source without new requirements of highly technical and specialized nature for its widespread utilization (Kreider, Kreith 1975).
Solar energy seems to be mankinds solution to this energy problem.
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History of Solar Energy
Solar energy is not a new concept.

According to historical data

the first person to use the sun's energy on a large scale was
Archimedes.

He reputedly set fire to an attacking Roman fleet at

Syracuse in 212 BC.

He accomplished this ''by means of a burning glass

composed of small square mirrors moving evenly way upon hinges ...
so as to reduce it (the Roman fleet) to ashes at the distance of a
bow shot" (Kreider; Kreith 1975).

During the seventeenth century

Galieo and Levoisier utilized the sun in their research.

By 1700,

diamonds had been melted and by the early 1800's heat engines were
operating on solar energy.

In the early twentieth century solar energy

was used to power water distillation plants in Chile and irrigation
pumps in Egypt.
In the early 1900's South Floridians used solar energy to heat
their water in holding-tank-type systems, and, at the peak of the
1920's building boom, many homes were constructed with built-in solar
tank systems.

It has been estimated by various sources that as many

as 60,000 solar water heaters are in use in South Florida today,
nearly all of which were installed in the 1930's and 1940's before
all electric living became the vogue (Armstrong 1975).
Today, a trip through any of the large South Florida cities will
turn up a negligible amount of residences utilizing solar heaters.
Why has .the installation of solar heaters become scarce in the last
50 years? The answer lies in the economics of cost.

During the

1940's the cost of gas and oil was very low, whereas the relative
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cost of solar energy was higher.

This lower cost of gas and oil

reduced the electric energy unit cost and the lower first cost of
heaters due to high increased demand.

Therefore, solar energy was

forsaken for other cheaper means of energy usage.

However, not with

the imminent threat of these auxiliary fuel exhaustion and their
escalated cost, solar energy again has come into the picture as an
economically feasible alternative.
Adaptation of Solar Energy
At the present state of technology one of the most economically
feasible usage for solar energy is domestic hot water production.
This may seem like a small saving of energy, but referring to Table
1, it is noted that water heating uses approximately 4 percent of
the energy consumed within the United States.

Remembering that the

total energy consumption within the United States is in the loo•s of
trillions of BTU's per year, the energy saved on 4 percent of this
total is a lot of energy.

It seems that replacing conventional

domestic hot water systems with solar systems would be a good start
for larger energy conservation (U.S. Office of Science and Technology
1972}.

So 1ar Water Heaters
Introduction
In a conventional hot water heater (using electricity, gas or
oil) the heating element is able to work day or night to produce hot
water.

In a solar water heater the heating element is a solar heat
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TABLE 1
DOMESTIC HOT. WATER PRODUCTION
RESIDENTIAL-COMMERCIAL SECTOR END USES
FOR THE UNITED STATES
End Use
Space Heating
Water Heating
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
Asphalt and Road Oils
Cooking
Television
Food Freezing
Clothes Drying
Other

Percent of
Sector Use
53.6
11.9
7.4
6.6
4.8
3.6
1. 8
1. 2
.9
8.2

Percent of
Total Use
18.0
4.0
2.5
2.2
1. 6
1. 2
.6
.4
.3
2.8

SOURCE: U. S. Office of Science and Technology, Patterns of
Ener Consum tion in the United States. (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1972 , p.6.
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collector mounted in a sunny location.

Water moving through the

collector is heated by the sun and collected in a large, insulated
tank where it is stored until needed.

Thus a solar water heating

system includes three essential components:
1. The solar heat collector
2.

The circulating system

3.

The solar storage tank

A desirable fourth component is an electric booster, or back-up heat
source, to ensure that hot water is available even during periods of
increased use or periods of reduced insolation.

A conventional water

heater may serve this purpose.
Types of Systems
There are two types of systems presently used for solar water
heating, thermosyphon system and the pump system.

The thermosyphon

system (Figure lA) requires no energy other than solar to operate it.
It works on the theory of convection to circulate the water through
the collector and the flow of the system depends upon the intensity
of the solar radiation.

One disadvantage of this system is that it

will not work properly unless the storage tank is mounted with the
bottom at least two feet above the solar collection panel (Kreider;
Kreith 1975).

Locating a large heavy storage tank above the collector

plate may require locating it in an attic or on the roof.

The second

disadvantage to this system is that the connecting pipe or tubing
must have a continuous slope with no section which permits the
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formation of air pockets.

If an air pocket forms the circulation

will stop until the pocket is removed (Kreider; Kreith 1975).
The pump system (Figure lB) uses the same basic components as
the thermosyphon system but it adds a pump to force the circulating
fluid from the collector plate to the storage tank.

The advantages

to this system is that the storage tank can be located at any convenient location.

Also the system can withstand the formation of

small air pockets without system shut down.
devices must be used in this system.

Two additional control

The first is a check valve

which is placed in the heat transfer-fluid loop to prevent reverse
flow, the second is a differential thermostat between tank and
collector to regulate the pump operation.
Types of Circulating Fluid
A solar water heater is not only defined as being a thermosyphon
or pump system but also as being a closed or open loop system.

In a

closed loop system an antifreeze substance is pumped through the
collector and circulated through a heat exchanger which transfers
the heat from the antifreeze to the water in the storage tank.

An

expansion tank is also needed on this system to increase the flow of
antifreeze when the temperature is high, this is due to the increased
volumn of the fluid.
the water itself.

In the open loop system, the heating fluid is

Water is passed through the collector plate and is

returned to a storage tank (Chandra 1976).
Each of these systems have advantages and disadvantages.

The
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open loop system has the advantage of lower initial cost, higher
thermal efficiency and system simplicity, the closed loop system on
the other hand offers the resistance to freezing and more positive
operation.

However, it also has the disadvantages of higher cost

and decreased overall thermal efficiency due to the heat exchanger.
A solar water heater can be defined once its usage and adaptation
is defined.

The choice of a particular system depends on various

factors such as; region of the country, size of the system, etc.
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CHAPTER II
ADAPTATION OF SOLAR WATER HEATING
TO FLORIDA S COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1

Scope and Purpose
This paper presents a portion of an investigation that was
carried out on all state buildings sponsored by the State Assisted
Research (STAR) Grant 76-021, Analysis of Solar Water Heating in
State Buildings.

The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain

possible candidates for the replacement of existing domestic hot
water system with a solar augmented system. The primary criteria for
candidate selection was one of economic feasibility.

Since it was

infeasible to investigate all State Buildings due to the financial
and time limitation imposed by the Grant, a preliminary screening on
these buildings was carried out.

The initial criteria for screening

was based on high demand usage of hot water.

This criteria was

selected because the higher the usage of a system, the greater the
savings which could be realized if the system could be augmented by
solar.

This screening limited the investigations that had to be

undertaken to four categories:
1.

Universities

2.

Community Colleges

3.

Correctional and Rehabilitation Centers

4.

Hospitals
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At the present time there are 28 Community Colleges located
throughout the State of Florida.
reference.}

(See Appendix A for location

The objectives of this investigation was to determine

candidates for solar water heating based on economic feasibility.
The additional objective was to recommend further investigation that
should be carried out based on the finding of this investigation.
Data Collection
The first step of this investigation was the collection of
data on the usage and generation of domestic hot water at each campus.
It was felt that the Director of the Physical Plant could best supply
this type of information.

Accordingly, a questionnaire assembled

by the Solar Research Center was mailed to all Directors of Physical
Plants.

This questionnaire was designed to determine the potential

of solar water heating in existing and planned State Buildings.

A

copy of this questionnaire is included in Appendix B for reference.
Five main functions for domestic hot water were identified as:
1•

Cafeteria - Dishwashing

2.

Space Heating

3.

Gym - Showers

4.

Laundry

5.

Heated Swimming Pool

Each one of these areas were included on the questionnaire and
their respective demand usage by day requested.

The data received

from the return of 17 of the original 28 questionnaires was incomplete.
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The connection between generation points and usage areas was not
well defined; i.e. if a shower facility had a certain demand, the
method of hot water generation and storage for this facility was not
identified.

Also for the purpose of economic analysis data was needed.

on the suppliers of energy and the unit cost.

An additional question-

naire was sent as follow up to ascertain the additional data needed.
A copy of this questionnaire is

include~

in Appendix C for reference.

It was also decided to generate an energy utilization chart for
each campus which would promote an insight into the amount and type
of energy being used at each institution.

In order to draw up this

chart a third questionnaire was mailed to each school.

The fiscal

year July 1, 1975 to July 1, 1976, was chosen for the data base,
since the information needed should have been compiled in their
respective fiscal reports to the State for the year.
questionnaire is included in Appendix D for reference.

A copy of this
The Energy

Utilization Chart is discussed in Chapter 4.
In order to validate the data received in the questionnaires,
site visitations of selected schools were conducted.

These included

Valencia Community College, Brevard Community College and Hillsborough
Community College.

Also telephone calls were made to the Director of

Physical Plant on the other campuses to validate the data.

This was

very useful since other areas pertinent to the analysis but not
covered in the questionnaires were identified.
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System Design
The system was designed on the basis of data collected from the
questionnaires augmented by site visitations.

Since the main objective

of this study was to determine economic feasibility, the design was
limited to a basic generalized system.

Design calculations and

specifications were aimed at determining size and performance of the
systems.

The decisions that were considered included:

the size of

collector, efficiency, storage required, open or closed loop, thermosyphon or pump system.
The basic design was based on the assumption of a flat plate
collector, average efficiency and open pump system, since this concept would give flexibility and minimize the cost.

It was further

assumed that, since the systems would all be implemented within the
State of Florida, a closed system was not required.

This is not to

say that freezing is not a concern within Florida but rather freezing
could be overcome by installing an additional temperature control
valve in the system.

In this design, if the collector temperature

fell close to freezing, the circulating flow would be reversed to
pr~vent

freezing and damage.

A pumped system was chosen rather than a thermosyphon system
because it provided flexibility for location of a storage tank in
addition to freeze protection.

It was felt that existing storage

tank capacity could be utilized within the solar system.

Also

collectors in a thermosyphon system must sometimes be placed where
they would be exposed to vandalism.

A typical system design schematic
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can be seen in Figure 2.

This figure shows a diagram for a simple

domestic hot water system, solar assisted. Water is circulated from
the solar storage tank through the collector array and returned to
the tank.

The circulating pump is started and stopped through a

differential temperature control across the collector array and the
storage tank. The balance of the system is a typical domestic hot
water installation which functions as a standby source during periods
of inclement weather when the solar collectors are ineffective.
Freeze protection of the system during these periods can be provided
by operation of the solar circulation pump.

When the temperature

drops below 35°F, it is sensed by the aquastat in the collector and
the solar recirculating pump is activated.

The constant circulation

of hot water by the solar recirculating pump will assure maintenance
of temperatures above freezing in the collector.

There are balancing

valves on the base of the collector to prevent reverse flow.
System Sizing .
Once the overall design configuration had been defined the system
was sized.

Any solar system is completely sized when two components,

its collector and storage tank have been defined.

This is true since

the sizing of pumps, valves and piping depend directly on the collector.
In fact, as will be shown later the sizing of the storage will also
depend on the collector size.
Collector Sizing
Collector sizing is a complex procedure involving many inter-

drain ( typi ca 1)

Collector

Fig. 2.

Solar
Recirculating
pump

Differential
Temp.Pump
Control

~ HWR 4,.
1 1 1.,_
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____ HWS _,..
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to bu11di ng
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~
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related factors.

Such as fraction of energy demands, collector

efficiency, daily hot water demand, location region, tilt of the
collector and orientation of location.

An adequate collector size

is essential to the economic success of the solar water heater.

If

the collector is too small the large fixed cost associated with
storage tank, pump, controls and installation will make the implementation economically infeasible.

On the other hand, a very large

collector will operate at a low efficiency most of the time resulting
in an uneconomical system (Chandra 1975).
At this phase of the study it was assumed that the tilt angle
and orientation of the collector would be optimum and no corrections
were made for these factors.

Thus, collector sizing used for this

economic study was based on four factors listed and explained below.
o Daily hot water demand denoted by D and in this study
obtained from the questionnaires.
o Collector efficiency - chosen as average for the basic
design.
o Fraction of energy demand supplied by solar on an
average yearly basis.

Denoted by fs.

o Region of location of usage point, more specifically
the amount of sunshine available and air temperature
of the location.
As was mentioned in the factor definitions, demand was ascertained
from the questionnaires and the efficiency was assumed average by
consultations with vendors of commercially available collectors.
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The next factor to be ascertained was the fraction of energy demand
to be supplied by the solar system.

Theoretical studies conducted by

the Florida's Solar Research Center have shown that the collector
area should be selected such that the system provides between 60%
and 80% of the yearly hot water demand.

They also recommended that

large systems (80 gals and above) should be sized on an fs of
approximately 0.6 (60 percent) to 0.75 (75 percent) (Chandra 1975).
On this basis, the fs factor was chosen as 0.7.

This means that all

systems investigated within this study will be sized to supply 70 percent of the actual daily hot water demand.
The Florida Solar Research Center drew up a graph, Figure 3,
to translate the solar fraction, fs, into a factor, X, measured in
terms of square feet of collector per gallon/day of demand.

These

data are based on a single cover collector with non-selective coating
located in South Florida at a tilt angle of latitude - 3° deg.
Although collector performance curves were also provided for both
plastic and glass, only glass covered collectors were considered in
this study.

It is noted that performance will vary significantly

from one manufacturer to another.

The curves were derived from the

"F" chart method by using average collector performance data obtained
in Florida Solar Energy Center tests (Chandra 1975).
For a selected fs value the collector area required would be
the product of the demand and the X factor determined from Figure 3.
This size must be corrected, however, if the area is anywhere but
South Florida, and/or there are any other deviations from the
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assumptions inherent in the Figure 3.
The amount of sun and ambient temperature, however, are important variable affecting collector performance.

Accordingly, correction

for weather was made on the basis of three primary climate zones,
South, Central, and North Florida, with South Florida as reference.
A map, Figure 4, prepared by the Florida Solar Research Center to
reflect the average climatic factors for these zones, was used to
obtain correction factors for weather conditions given the solar
fraction, fs.

They based the derivation of these factors on data

they had collected and for an fs of 0.7.

The weather correction

factors they derived are shown in Table 2 (Chandra 1975).
TABLE 2
WEATHER CORRECTION FACTORS
ZONE

FACTOR

North
Central
South

1.145
1.06
1.0

SOURCE: S. Chandra, A.Guide to System Sizing and Economics of
Solar Water Heatin in Florida Residences, Guide for Solar S stem
Sizing, STAR Grant 76021 Cape Canaveral, FL.: Florida Solar Energy
Center, 1976), 47.
Applying these correction factors to the fraction of unit demand
found in Figure 3, the X factors for the three zones can be seen in
Table 3 (Chandra 1976).
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Center, 1976): 48, Fig. 13.
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TABLE 3
FRACTION OF DEMAND FACTOR
X-FACTOR

ZONE

.71
.66
.62

North
Central
South

Using the factors given in Table 3, a collector plate can be
sized for any demand location within the State of Florida.
Sizing of Storage Tank
It was noted that generally for residential storage requirements
the tank should be sized to hold about one day demand {Chandra 1976).
For the applications in this study, however, a factor of 1.8 was
applied to the collector size to obtain the total storage capacity
requirements.

This factor was derived from a computer simulation

study conducted by the Florida Solar Research Center {Chandra 1976).
This study showed that storage capacity determined on this basis would
be the most cost effective.
requirement.

It is noted that this is total storage

Typically on retrofit installation, such as considered

in this study, storage capacity already exists in the form of the
existing heaters.

Additional capacity needed is then the difference

between existing storage capacity and the optimum storage capacity
calculated as 1.8 times the collector size.
The following example illustrates how collector and storage

calculations were carried out:
Example 1. System Sizing
Presently at St. Petersburg Junior College at St. Petersburg, Florida, there is a 110 gallon, 18kw, electric hot water
heater supplying the 760 gallon per day demand.

The demand

point is the auditorium showers.
Collector Sizing
Referring to Figure 4, this College falls in the Central region,
thus from Table 3 the Fraction of Demand Factor is 0.66,
assuming a fs of 0.7.
Calculation
760 gallon
day

X

· 66

sg.ft.-day = 501 60
ft
gallons
· sq.
·

Collector Area= 501.60 sq. ft.
Storage Sizing
gallons
50 1 .60 sq. f t. x 1 .8 sq. ft .

= 902.88 gallons

Optimum minus Existing = Net Storage Requirements
902.88 gallon- 110 gallon=

792.88 gallons

Summary
Co 11 ector Size

= 501.60 sq. ft.

Optimum Storage

=

902.88 gallons

Additional Storage

-·

792.88 gallons

Conclusion
To implement this agumented system at St. Petersburg Junior
College approximately 502 square feet of collector area is
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needed as well as 793 gallons of additional storage must be
provided.
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CHAPTER III
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Introduction
After determining the hot water demand and the solar system size
necessary to meet a certain fraction of the demand from Chapter 2,
the final question remains, is the system economically feasible?
A valid answer requires consideration of all costs over the lifetime of the system to determine if the proposed project will generate
a suitable positive cash flow.

This has been termed a Life Cycle

Cost Model (LCC). (Chandra 1976).
Life Cycle Cost Model
Investment in a solar energy system involves expenditures and
savings which occur over the life of the system.

Since money has a

time value, equal expenditures or savings made at different times do
not have the same value.

The LCC Model must then convert all cash

flows to a common point in time.

This conversion can be accomplished

in two ways, present worth or annual cost.

The Life Cycle Cost Model

used for this investigation was based on the present worth.
Using this method of evaulation, the present worth of the two
alternatives, i.e. solar system vs. existing system are calculated
and compared.

The net lifetime savings attributable to the proposed
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project is the difference between the present worth of the existing
system minus the present worth of the solar system.

If this is

positive the project is solvent and should be considered.

To derive

the LCC model used in the study the variables used must be defined:

L
Q
i

=
=
=

Lifetime of system, yr.
Ener~y demand~

BTU{vr.

interest rate above inflation, i.e. real
opportunity cost of money, %.

F

e

em
Me

=
=
=
=
=
=

Current fuel price, $/unit energy
real (above inflation) fuel price increase, %
fraction of energy demand
Capital investment, $
cost of maintenance, $
maintenance cost of existing system, assumed constant in real dollars, $

Ms

=

additional cost of maintenance of solar system
assumed constant in real dollars, $.

Scj, Ssj =

Salvage value of parts replaced in year j
(usually zero)

RcJ, Rsj =

Replacement cost for existing and additional
replacement cost of solar and system in year j.

Using the above defined terms, and assuming i

= 0%,

the Present Worth

(PW) of the two systems can be defined by the following equations.
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PW existing system =
(ops/maint. only)

L
l:
(1+~)
1 1+1

QX F X

+ (Mc)(L)

+

J=

fuel

cost

maintenance

L

,;.
J=}

Rcj - Scj

-

(l+i)J

(l+i)L

Replacement
NOTE:

Eq.#l

Sc
Salvage

There is no capital investment included in this present worth

since the study is looking at the operating system.

PW solar

=

+
CI
Capital
Investment

( 1- f s ) .X Q X F

(Mc+Ms) L
Maintenance
L

X

~
. 1
J=

1+
(

l

+

+:1 )

Eq.#2

+

Fuel Cost

~ Rsj + Rcj) - (Ssj + Scj)
i=1
(1+i)J
Replacement

Salvage

Combining these two equations to get the Net Benefits (NB)
_
NB -

L
1+e j
f s x Q x F :E:
(
l+.
)
j=l
L 1

-

CI - Msl - ~ [ Rsj

Ss
+ (~
IT1}-

Eq.#3

- Scj]

J=

or
NB

=(Saving in Fuel

cos~

+(Salvage value)-(Capital

Investment)-(Maintenance of solar over lifetime L){Rep1acement costs)"

Assuming that both alternatives have the same life equal to the
lifetime of the solar system the salvage was considered zero.

The
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replacement costs were assumed included in maintenance and operation
costs.

The savings of fuel cost is equal to the cost of fuel for the

existing system minus the cost of the solar system meeting a certain
fs value (Chandra 1976).

Defining this term as the annual savings (As)

between the system the net benefit formula becomes:
NB =/ As

.
L. L1 ( 11+:
)
J
+1

J=

-

CI

-

MsL

Eq.#4

This equation escalates the net system annual saving realized
by the solar system over the period L and subtracts from this saving
the initial investment and cost of maintenance of the solar system;
thus, giving the system lifetime savings.

The system lifetime savings

defined by (S) is derived by the preceeding formula.

This savings

is one measure of cost effectiveness of the solar system and the
basis of economic feasibility.
The next step in the economic feasibility evaluation is to
determine the length of time it will take the net saving to equal the
initial investment.

This is commonly termed the payback period.

It

can be defined by the following formula:

=

:t:.
k=l

Cm)

Eq.#S

To expedite the application of this equation a program was
written for the Hewlett Packard 25 calculator.
Appendix E.

This is included in

In order to utilize the LCC Model factors such as capital

investment required for the solar system, cost of maintenance and
operation, cost of existing systems, time value of money, life of
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project, fuel cost escalation and inflation must be estimated.
Capital Cost Estimation
The capital investment requirements for each proposed Domestic
Hot Water System was based on two methods of cost estimation.

For

the general screening evaluation, the estimate was generated on the
basis of a unit cost per square foot of required collector surface.
This method assumed a typical design configuration which is described
in Figure 2.

The unit cost was determined as a function of total

collector surface area to reflect the economics.

It was assumed that

as more data was available on building and hot water usage, a specific
design would be generated and a cost estimate could then be made in a
labor and material basis, which would specifically reflect design
configuration and installation condition.
The accuracy of the unit cost data used in the initial estimates
is most important since it impacts the vali9ity of the economic
evaluation both directly and indirectly.

Directly it determines the

capital investment used in the model; indirectly, it is used to estimate
the maintenance cost of the system.

Additionally, it is noted that

an inaccurate estimate used in the screening evaluation might eliminate
a good project from future consideration.

Accordingly, considerable

effort was addressed to developing and validating the unit cost values
used in the study.
The unit cost data were developed from direct consultation with
contractors, engineers, and architects who had been involved in the
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installation of solar domestic hot water systems and from literature
describing such projects.

In general, the data from literature

sources were used cautiously, since it was difficult to determine
what costs had been included.

Where possible, the individuals

identified in the article were contacted directly to resolve questions
and evaluate the validity of the cost data for our application.

Only

after the basis of cost data has been determined by a first source
contact was it inlcuded in the unit cost data base.

A frequent pro-

blem encountered was the omission of contractor operation and handling
and profit and/or engineering design costs.
The screened data was used to construct the system unit cost
curve shown in Figure 5.

The curve reflects six specific project

data points within the area of collector size for domestic hot water
systems anticipated for State Buildings.

It is noted that the cost

varies with the size of the collector area starting high and decreasing
as the area increases.

Beyond the knee of the curve at about 400 sq.ft.,

the unit cost becomes relatively insensitive to increasing size of the
system.

For the purpose of this evaluation, the initial cost of all

systems were determined on the basis of $40 per square foot of collector
area.

This was determined to be a justifiable assumption since all

systems were above 400 sq. ft. of collector area and evaluation could
then be made and compared more easily.

Note:

For a more detailed

analysis of the cost curve derivation, the reader is referred to STAR
Grant 76-021 section on Operation & Mainenance Cost.

This grant will

be published sometime in 1978 and will be available from the Florida
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Solar Energy Center State Energy Office.
The maintenance costs represent a key variable in determining
the economic feasibility of a given system since it is subtracted
directly from the projected savings attributed to the system.

For

the initial screening of the project, it was determined that the
maintenance cost would be expressed as a percentage of the initial
cost of the system.

The value chosen was 2 percent which is the

highest percentage used in ERA Reports DSE-2322-1, November 1976, which
addressed the economics of solar water and space heating (U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration, 1976).

In this study the

maintenance costs were assumed to keep the equipment in an operating
availability state such that additional periodic lump sum expenditures
for major overhaul and replacement would not be required.

This

assumption was validated by investigation of the life and maintenance
requirements for the active equipment such as pumps, motors,controllers
and valves.

Major nonactive equipment such as storage tanks, piping

and collectors were confirmed to have a life of at least 30 -years
when maintained at the proposed level.

At this basis the 2 percent

factor is considered to be conservative.
The operating expenses incurred in the operation of a solar
system is the cost of operating a circulating pump.

Since there is

no presently available documentation of this cost, the cost was assumed
negligible.

This assumption was made on the basis that the pump cost

could be included with the 2 percent of initial cost for maintenance,
thus, the overall maintenance and operating cost for the solar system
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used in this evaluation is taken as 2 percent of initial cost.
Existing System Cost
During this investigation it was found that the cost of the
existing systems were unknown since this cost was included with other
costs.

Therefore, since the various institutions could not supply

the needed data an alternate way to generate this data had to be
developed.

The information supplied by the questionnaires and tele-

phone conversations consisted of the following:
1. The utilization of the existing system
2.

The type of existing system

3.

Energy used by existing system

4.

The demand per day in the existing system

The utilization of the existing system was based on a 5 day per
week, 49 weeks per year period.

This information was supplied by the

Registrars Office and Physical Plant personnel at randomly selected
institutions.

It reflects a tri-semester, 15 weeks per semester,

academic year plus one month for extra utilization during basketball,
baseball, volley ball and other extracurriculum activities.

Thus, on

the average the existing systems are utilized 245 days per year or
approximately 79 percent.
The types of existing system was derived directly from the
questionnaire information and were identified as two basic types:
1.

electric fired

2.

hot water heat exchanger
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The hot water heat exchanger was

serviced from centralized

boilers which are used throughout the 28 institutions.

These were

fired by natural gas, #2 fuel oil or diesel to generate 180°F water
which was circulated to the domestic hot water heat exchanger.

There

were no significant fossil fueled direct fired heater at any of the
institutions.
On this basis, the efficiencies of these two basic types of
systems were determined as shown in Table 4 below.
TABLE 4
SYSTEM EFFICIENCIES BASED ON FUELS
System

Efficiency

Electric
Boiler-gas fired
Boiler fuel oil fired

Heater Efficiency

.80
.70
.65

.80
.60
.55

These efficiencies are based on consultations with the Florida
Gas Corporation and Florida Power Corporation engineers, who confirmed
these system efficiencies, but they could not document them.

They

based their estimates on losses due to energy conversion and heat loss
within the system.

It is noted, however, that the boiler efficiency

could be lower where the high temperature hot water is circulated to
the building and additional losses could be incurred.

Therefore, the

efficiency of the heat exchanger is approximately 10 percent less as
noted in the heater efficiency column of Table 4.
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Other information which was obtained directly from the
questionnaires included the cost of fuels.

Although the suppliers

of the various fuels varied from campus to campus, the costs remained
relatively constant.

For example, the electricity at one institution

might cost $.031 per kilowatt hour and at another $.033 per KWH.

The

cost which are shown in Table 5 are average costs throughout the
State. These were validated by comparing them with the corresponding
costs found by other members working on the project.
TABLE 5
COST OF FUELS USED IN EXISTING SYSTEM

FUELS
electric
natural gas
#2 fuel oil
diesel

CffiT
$ .032/KWH
$ . 1192/therm
$ .3865/gallon

$ .3500/gallon

The last piece of data required was the temperature difference
between incoming and outgoing hot water.

This was assumed to be

70°F reflecting 70° cold water inlet temperature and 140° outlet
temperature.
Using the information gathered on the existing system, the
following thermodynamic formula was applied to calculate system heat
energy as hot water.
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Q =

~

cp ~t 8.34

Eq.#6

where

Q

= energy in BTU as hot water

m

0

= amount of water heated per day, gal/day

cp

= specific heat of water which is 1 BTU/lb. mass
degree Fahrenheit

flt

= 70°F

Using the appropriate conversion factor and the utilization
factor for the system, the amount of energy required in BTU/yr can be
calculated
Q(BTU/Yr) = rfi (gal/day) x cp (BTU/lb I °F)

Eq.#7

x

(245 day/yr) x 8.34 (lb /gal) x 70(°F)
This formula would give the amount of BTU's per year if the
system was an ideal system or performing at 100% efficiency.~
order to calculate the actual amount of energy used by the existing
system, the efficiencies of the specific system must be taken into
account.

These efficiences were given in Table 4.

Now the formula

becomes:
=

X

Z)

..

R

Eq.#8

where

Q1

= BTU/yr as fuel used by · existing system

~

= demand on system; gals/day

Z

= balancing factor= 1.43xl0 5BTU-day/year-gal.
combining utilization, temperature difference and lb/gal

R

= system efficiency
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Once the total energy used was determined by equation 8 the
task of calculating existing system annual operating cost, EC, can be
accomplished by the following formula:
EC

=

Q

X

C X

Eq.#9

U

where:
EC

= cost of existing system in $/yr

Q

= BTU/yr used by existing system

c

= cost of fuel of existing system given in Table 5

u

= any unit balancing constant, i.e. BTU to therm.

All existing system costs were determined by the utilization
of equations 6 and 7.
Economic Evaluation Factors
There are a number of key variables which are necessary for
conducting an economic analysis of a project.

These include identify-

ing the rate of return which is acceptable, estimate of useful life,
projected inflation rate, energy cost and escalation, installed cost
and operation and maintenance cost.

The estimates of capital,

operating and maintenance cost and useful life will vary with the
systems design and installation and should be determined and verified
using an engineering approach.

The rationale for estimating these

variables used in this investigation was treated in earlier sections.
The remaining variables however, generally reflect policy decisions
or political and economic factors which cannot be readily determined.
Accordingly, values for these variables used in this investigation
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reflect consultation with the Florida State Energy Office.
After extensive literatary search with primary emphasis on
government sources, the most productive source for these variables
turned out to be ERDA Economic Analysis reports.

It was determined

through these reports that for the South Atlantic Region (Florida)
the real increase in fuel price would be about 4 percent compounded
annually this reflected an average projected 6 percent inflation rate
and 10 percent fuel escalation factor.
factors were used.

For this investigation these

However, before final selection for implementation

is carried out, these factors should be reviewed and defined for
each unique system.
The service life of the proposed solar system was assumed to
be 30 years.

This reflects the estimated useful life of non-moving

parts such as storage tank, collector and piping.

Generally this

length of life is such that a change of± 5 years will leave minimal
impact on benefits or savings that far in the future.
\1~~:~\l\

\\1 ~

~1

the

~'f~ tem

'\ ~

~~~~d

Clearly, the

to tJ\e life of the faci 1i t y such

that, if it is less, then it will impose a limiting constraint, this
was considered in each of the systems which were specifically
recommended for considered implementation.

The rational for econom-

ically evaluating a proposed system was based on its payout period;
if less than the projected useful life it was designated a feasible
project.

The shorter the payout period, the more desirable the

project, on an economic basis.
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The . primary discount rate as defined by cost of money was
assumed to be zero in the study.

This was determined on the basis

that the solar projects resulting from this investigation would be

retrofit type and as such would be funded from operating revenues.
Sensitivity Analysis on these factors will be covered in
Chapter 4.
Energy Saving
The energy saving, due to implementation of the solar system,
is directly related to fraction of energy demand, which was discussed in Chapter 2.

The systems for this investigation were sized on

the basis that they would supply 70 percent of the demand.

Thus,

the energy saving annually, if the solar system is implemented, is
70 percent of the present energy use, or 0.7 of the Q found in the
section on Existing System Cost.
The methodology of economic analysis can be further illustrated
by. the following example.
Example II
Using the collector sizing found and data given in Example I,
page 21.

The economic analysis continues as follows:

CI (Initial Cost}

= 40($/sq.ft.} x 501.6 (sq.ft.}

CI

= $20,064.00

Cm

= .02 CI

= $401.28/year
EC (cost of existing) = Q x C X U
Q = (760 X 1.43 X 10 5) . .8

Cm

~
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Q

= 1.3585 x 108 BTU/yr

EC

= QX CX U

E.C.

= 1.3585

EC

= 1273.72 {$/yr)

As

= EC - Cm

As

= 1273.72- 401.28 = $872.44
L
1+ K
= -CI - LCm + As L { -~ )
k=l
l+,
= $17,024.70

s
s

X

108 ~~u · X .032($/KWH)

X

3l13 (BTU/KWH)

Applying the payout period program:

payout = 23 years
Energy saving= 0.7Q = 0.7{1.358xl0 8) = 0.5lxlo 7 BTU/yr.

Conclusion:
Thus, by the criteria that a feasible system should have a
positive savings a payout period less than 30

~ears

this

system would be deemed economically feasible and can be
considered as a candidate for future implementation.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS ANO FINOINGS
The previous chapters in this report addressed the collection
of data, system design, sizing and economic analysis.

This chapter

will address the response to questionnaires, system feasibility
analysis, conclusions from the investigation and recommendations of
topics for further investigation.
Questionnaire Response
As previously mentioned, three questionnaires were used to
collect the data used to conduct this investigation.

The data derived

from the first two questionnaires, included as reference in Appendix B
and C, were used for system sizing and economic analysis.

The first

questionnaire, which was designed by the Florida Solar Energy Center,
was mailed to the 28 Directors of Physical Plants at the Community
Colleges.

Of the 28 questionnaires mailed, 17 were returned by the

institutions.

This questionnaire was revised and again mailed to the

11 non-responsive institutions.

At this point of the investigation

there were 9 schools on which no demand or usage data was returned.
In order to generate the necessary data on these schools, each recipient
of the questionnaires was phoned and the data requested verbally.

Of

the 9 outstanding institutions, by the previous outlined method, data
was obtained from 8.

The single institution who consistantly refused
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to supply the requested data was Florida Junior College at Jacksonville.
Thus·, the economic analysis was carried out on the 27 institutions,
who responded to the

dat~

collection techniques.

The final questionnaire which all institutions received, was
the Energy Usage Questionnaire shown in Appendix D.

The response to

this questionnaire was received from 14 institutions.

However, one

institution did mail back a completed questionnaire listing all
requested data as unknown.

In order to derive the data from the 14

non-responsive institutions, phone contact was used; however, this
method of data collection was also unsuccessful since all responded
that the data requested was unattainable.
The overall response to the three questionnaires mailed have
been summarized in Table 6.
TABLE 6
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRES
Questionnaire
Original
Revised
Energy Usage

Number
Mailed

Number
Returned

28

17

11

2

28

15

Percent of
Response
61 %
18%
54%

Before any of this collected data could be applied, it was
validated.

This was accomplished through phone conversations with

responding parties and site visitations.
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Energy Usage Graph
The data received through the Energy Usage Questionnaire was
applied to construct an energy usage graph.

The key to this graph

can be seen in Table 8 and the plot in Figure 6.

The purpose of this

graph was to show how the Community Colleges compared to each other
in use of energy in 1975-76.

The graph is energy oriented rather than

cost, since the cost is unstable and varies by location.

Additionally,

it is noted that the energy use has been normalized in terms of square
feet of conditioned area so that all colleges regardless of size can
be compared.

The abscissa represents the electric power consumption

in kilowatt hours and the ordinate represents consumption of other
types of energy (i.e., fuel, natural gas, etc.) converted to equivalent
kilowatt hours.

The total energy consumed per square foot by any

college is the sum of both the ordinate and abscissa intercept.
Accordingly, if colleges fall on the same diagonal, for example,
Palm Beach Junior College, Lake Sumter Community College, and St.
Petersburg Junior College, they will have relatively the same energy
consumption per sq. ft. at about 12 kwh/sq.ft.

Their relative use of

electric or other forms of energy however, differ, i.e., one may use
more gas whereas the other may use more electricity.

Also included

for comparison are several other buildings on which information was
available from other sources.
Most of these colleges are equipped with a Central Energy Plant
(CEP) complex.

A CEP typically is used to generate high temperature

water or steam and chilled water which is distributed to the
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TABLE 7
ENERGY USAGE GRAPH INDEX
Index

Ins ti tuti on

Abbreviation

1.

Central Florida Community College

CFCC

2.

Chipola Junior College

CJC

3.

Hillsborough Community College

HCC

4.

Lake Sumter Community College

LSCC

5.

Manatee Junior College

MJC

6.

Miami Dade Community College

MDCC

7.

North Florida Junior College

NFJC

8.

Okaloosa-Walton Junior College

OWJC

9.

Plam Beach Junior College

PBJC

10.

Pensacola Junior College

PJC

11 .

Polk Community College

PCC

12.

St. Petersburg Junior College

SPJC

13.

Santa Fe Community College

SFCC

14.

Seminole Community College

sec

15.

Valencia Community College

vee

16.

Massachusetts Maritime Academy

MMA

17.

Typical Office Bldg.

TOB

4~

30

KWH/sq. ft
foss i 1
fuel
20

10

• 15
11.

· 12
• 9

10

• 17

,3

3

20
KWH/Sq.Ft. - Electric

30

Fia. 6. Annual Energy Usage Per
Square Foot of Building Area for Community Co11eges
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individual buildings for heating and air conditioning and domestic
hot water requirements. The CEP boilers, are typically fired by
natural gas and/or fuel oil, in some instances, chilled water is
generated by absorption units fired by hot water, although the latest
designs usually incorporate centrifugal chillers.

This configuration

is reflected on the chart by the higher use per sq. ft. of fuel oil
or natural gas rather than electricity.

However, there is an exception

to this policy such as Hillsborough Community College.

HCC does not

have a CEP but is characterized by individual buildings with heating
and air conditioning systems powered by electricity.
By theory, the energy usage point of colleges located within a
given climate region should be clustered.

The same approximate energy

consumption per square foot should be expected since most of the energy
expended goes for heating and air conditioning and these colleges
should experience similar heating and air conditioning energy demand
requirements.

This graph, Figure 6, is showing is that there is a

4 to 1 ratio between energy usage at the various institutions.
Seminole Community College has the lowest usage at approximately
8 KWH/sq. ft. and Oklossa-Walton Junior College has the highest at
approximately 32 KWH/sq.ft .. The deviances between the colleges was
not investigated, however, a further investigation should prove
beneficial at a later time.
Some of the considerations which could have caused the diviance
from the theoretica1 are facto·rs such as administrative policies and

energy recovery systems.
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Results of Investigation
As discussed in Chapter 3, a project was deemed economically
feasible on the basis of two primary criteria, lifetime savings,
and or payout period.

From information gathered two types of existing

operating systems were defined as heaters electrically powered or
boilers fired by natural gas or fuel oil.

Each system was sized and

economic calculations were carried out as outlined in the preceeding
chapters.

The calculations on the electric systems are illustrated

in Examples I and II, pages 21 and 37.
These examples addressed an electrical system which exists at
St. Petersburg Junior College in St. Petersburg, Florida.

As seen

in Example II, this sytem satisfies the economic feasibility criteria
of having a positive net life time saving of $17,024.70 and a pay out
period of 23 years.

Fifteen economically feasible systems were found

by this investigation of the 27 colleges.

The summary of the analysis

of this system is shown in Table 8.
As seen in Table 8 the payout periods of electrically powered
systems located within the same climatic regions are the same.

This

is due to the breakdown of the three climatic regions for system
sizing.

Thus, sizing and cost estimates of common systems within

these regions will be proportional.

The next series of Figures

(Figures 7,8,9 and 10) show the graphical comparison between alternatives.

The two alternatives that are compared by the first three

figures (Figures 7,8,9} is an existing electrical system versus a
new augmented solar system in the three climatic regions.
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The cost curves for these two alternatives are plotted on these
graphs.

The point at which the two cost curves intercept is called

the Breakeven Point.

The region between these curves to the left of

this point is the net loss due to the installation of a solar system.
The area to the right of this point is the net lifetime savings.
These graphs show that based on economic criteria for candidate
selection all existing electrical systems would be feasible candidates.
The graphs are based on a hypothetical 500 gallon electric heater
located within the three regions.

The variation between the three

payout years defined by the computer program which can be seen in
Table 8 and those found by the graph, are due to the rounding technique used in the graphs.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of a new

augmented solar system versus a new electrical system throughout the
three climatic regions.

As can be seen in this graph the net lifetime

savings which could be realized by the solar system has increased.
This is due to the additional capital investment required for the
electrical system.

This graph is based on a 120 gallon, 18KW electric

heater having a demand on it of 280 gallons per day.

A heater of this

type is presently in operation at Florida Technological University's
Engineering Building.

The demand data for this heater was generated

by a continuous recording which charted the on/off cycle of the
heater over time.

The cost data for this type of installation was

derived through phone conversations with plumbing contractors in the
Orlando area.
The other types of systems found at the institutions were those
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who derived their energy from fossil fuel, i.e. natural gas, #2 fuel
oil and diesel.

Since an example of the analysis undertaken on these

types of systems was not presented, the following example is included.
Example III:

Analysis of Fossil Fuel Systems

Valencia Community College located in Orlando, Florida operates
on a Central Energy Plant system.

The data used for this

analysis were taken from a site investigation report, included
as reference in Appendix F.
Demand on

The calculations are as follows:

S~stem

Dishwasher
Pot washer

402 gallons

hr.
60 gallons
hr.

X

7.5 hrs. = 3015 gal. day
day

X

2.5 hrs. =
day

TOTAL DEMAND

150 gal. day
3165 gal. day

Sizing
Climatic Region- Central
X = .66 sq. ft./gal/day

Collector Sizing
3165 ~ x .66 sq. ft./gal/day

ClaY

= 2088.9 sq. ft.

Storage Tank Sizing
1 · 8 gal.

2088 . 9 sq. ft . = 3760.02 gal.
sq. ft . x

Additional Storage Needed
3760.02 gals- 800 gals=

2960.02 gal .
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Cost of Solar System

=
=

CI
Cm

=

2088.9 sq.ft. x 40 $/sq.ft.
.02 CI

=

.02 ($83,556.00)

=

$83,556.00

$1671.12

Operating System Cost
Q•

=

3165

~

Demand

=

x 1 _43 x 10 5 BTU day ; 10 5 BTU/x 1
day
gals-yr
therms.SS

where
3165 gals
day

1 .43 x 10 5 BTU-day
ga ls-yr
Energy Conversion Factor = 10 5 BTU
thenn

Balancing Factor

=

Efficiency of System

=
=
=

q•
E.C.
E.C.
As

=

=

.55

8230.78 therms/yr
8230.78 therms/yr x .1911 $/therm
1572.9 $/yr

1572.9 $/yr- 1671.12 $/yr

=

-98.22 $/yr

Lifetime Saving and Payout Period
S

= -CI - CmL

s - -

13922.37

Payout

=

L

+ As ~ (
. 1
J=

1

.

+~ )J
1+1

42 years

As seen by this example, this type of system did not meet the
feasibility criteria. When an analysis was run on all systems using
fossil fuels the results were generally the same, the payout period
exceeded the life of the system.

This is due mainly to the cost of

energy of these fuels as compared to that of electricity, for the
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same energy content.

For example using British Thermal Unit (BTU} as

one kilowatt hour of electricity contains common unit, 3413 BTU as
opposed to 1 therm of natural gas which contains 10,000 BTU.
both of

Comparing

on a cost per BTU basis, 1 BTU of electricity costs
approximately 9.38 x 10- 6 cents as opposed to natural gas which costs
1.91 x 10-6 cents. Thus, you can receive 5 times more energy from
t~ese

natural gas than e,.ectricity for the same cost. Therefore, based on
the criteria for feasibility, all fossil fuel systems were determined
infeasible.
Recommended Solar Water Heating Projects
The projects that should be investigated further for possible
implementation are those found feasible through economic analysis.
The State should implement these projects which have the highest
lifetime savings.

Taking the six most feasible schools based on this

criteria, consideration should be given to St. Petersburg Junior
College Fieldhouse shower and gym showers, Lake City Community College
gym, Hillsborough Community College gym and Central Florida junior
College Cosmetology lab and gym.
If these six projects were to be implemented their costs and
savings are summarized in Table 9.
The final judgment on the projects which will be actually
implemented rests with the State of Florida.

However, these projects

would allow the State a maximum return on their money.

Also since

the projects recommended could be used as a source of information
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for further study, which is beneficial for lower risk economic
estimates for future systems.
TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF COST AND SAVINGS
DATA ON RECOMMENDED PROJECTS
Capital Investment

$107,928.00

Annual Maintenance

2,158.56

Annual First Year Savings

4,412.02

Net Life Time Saving
Annual Energy Savings

75,756.06
1.44xl0 5 KWH/yr

Before the actual implementation of these six systems, each
specified project should be investigated further, to determine if
factors affecting their implementation could possibly have been
misanalyzed by this investigation due to lack of specific data.
The generalized system design should be adapted to meet the specific
requirements at the points of implementation.

Personnel at the

various institutions should also be trained in the theory of solar
heaters and their maintenance.

Annual reports to the Florida Solar

Energy Center should be required on system performance and maintenance
costs after the system is installed.
Impact of Solar Projects
If the State were to implement the recommended systems, it
would increase public awareness of the existing energy crisis. This
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can be accomplished by the State setting an example for energy conservation.

It would also inform the general public that solar water

heating could possibly be the answer to this conservation need.
If the State implements these recommended systems now and collects
revelant data these data can be made available to contractors and
architects throughout the State.

If these systems were shown through

operation to be economically feasible, contractors and architects may
be more receptive to including solar systems in new construction.
Conclusions and Recommendations
From the results of this investigation it is concluded that solar
water

h~ating

is presently only economically feasible when it replaces

existing e1ec tr-i ca lly powered hot water heaters . Thus , it is recommended that only systems utilizing electrical heaters be considered
candidates for possible solar systems.

In this concept the electrical

systems would remain as a back up system and it is expected that lifetime of the existing hot water system would be extended, due to
decreased utilization.

Also before implementation of the recommended

systems, a detailed design and further cost estimations should be
carried out.
Systems that

~ere

deemed infeasible by the economic criteria used

on this study should be investigated as to .future feasibility of solar
implementation.

It is also recommended that the State analyze current

energy conservation both administratively and in terms of physical
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design, at locations of infeasible candidates. Administratively, it
is meant that possible incentive programs such as the allocation of
additional scholarship to institutions practicing energy conservation,
sponsorship of State Grants to investigate alternate means of conservation, etc., could be established to encourage energy conservation.
Physically, the designs of existing facilities could be reevaluated
to include energy conservation measures such as air conditioning
monitors, insulation, landscaping, etc.
A further recommendation is that an investigation take place
into the techniques for estimating economic factors such as solar
maintenance costs, inflation rate, energy escalation, system life, and
capital investment.

~hen

this study was undertaken, it used the

maximum values found due to the scarcity of existing data.

If a

method was set up for more realistic estimating factors, the actual
benefits from solar replacement would be realized.

A sensitivity

analysis of these factors is included in Appendix G.
On the systems that are to be implemented a study should be
undertaken to determine the types of instrumentation that should be
included within these systems.

These instruments could provide better

data thus reducing risk on future implementations.

A final recom-

mendati on is that the energy utj_l i zati on chart be uti 1i zed to
determine why colleges within the same geographical region do not fall
along the same diagonal.
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APPENDIX A
LOCATION AND LISTING OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES
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Fi9. 11. Location of Community Colleges
SOURCE:

Tallahassee, Florida,

11

Florida Community Colleges"
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TABLE 10
FLORIDA COMMUNITY COLLEGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE
Pensacola, Florida
OKALOOSA-WALTON JR. COLLEGE
Niceville, Florida
GULF COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Panama City, Florida
CHIPOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE
Marianna, Florida
TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Tallahassee, Florida
NORTH FLORIDA JR. COLLEGE
Madison, Florida
LAKE CITY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Lake City, Florida
FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE AT
JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville, Florida
SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Gainesville, Florida
ST. JOHNS RIVER JR. COLLEGE
Palatka, Florida
CNT. FLA. COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Ocala, Florida
DAYTONA BEACH COMM. COLLEGE
Daytona Beach, Florida
SEMINOLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Sanford, Florida
LAKE-SUMTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Leesburg, Florida

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

PASCO-HERNANDO COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Dade City, Florida
ST. PETERSBURG JR. COLLEGE
St. Petersburg, Florida
HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Tampa, Florida
POLK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Winter Haven, Florida
VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Orlando, Florida
BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Cocoa, Florida
INDIAN RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Fort Pierce, Florida
SOUTH FLORIDA JR. COLLEGE
Avon Park, Florida
MANATEE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Bradenton, Florida
EDISON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Fort Myers, Florida
PALM BEACH JR. COLLEGE
Lake Worth, Florida
BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Miami, Florida
FLORIDA KEYS COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Key West, Florida

SOURCE: Tallahassee, Florida, "Florida Conununity Colleges

11
•
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APPENDIX B
ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
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QUESTIONNAIRE
To Determine the Potential of Solar Water
Heating in Florida State Buildings
At the request of the State of Florida, the Florida Solar
Energy Center and the Florida Technological University are jointly
conducting a study to determine the potential of solar water heating
in existing and planned state buildings. This questionnaire is
designed to determine information on present hot water usage in state
buildings.
Following are the more common uses of hot water in state
buildings.
1}
2)
3}
4)
5)

Hot showers
Cafeteria use in diswashing
Laundromat
Heated swimming pools
Space heating by hot water fan coils or by baseboard
radiators

At the present time we do not seek information on the small
amount of hot water used in restrooms of office buildings.
Please identify the different hot water uses in your facility
and fill in the questionnaire. Return to:
Dr. Subrato Chandra
Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, Florida 32920
Phone: 305/783-0300, SUNCOM 372-1011
Please call if you have any questions.
Please also send a brochure or write-up on the facility if
such a document exists.
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1.

Name of facility:
State I.D. No. if any:

2.

Address:

3.

Name of person responsible for entire facility: -------------Phone Number: --------------

4.

Name --------------Position--------------Phone---------Is there any solar energy equipment on the premises now? Yes/No
If yes, describe on a separate sheet.

5.
6.

Is there plenty of (at least l/4th the floor area of the
buildings) unshaded roof or ground area where solar collectors
can be mounted?
Yes/No/Maybe

7.

Is there· a potential of vandalism or other threat to application
of solar energy in the premises.
Yes/No
If yes, briefly describe.

8.

Present Hot Water Equipment
Identify the different hot water heaters used to supply any of
the five previously listed or other major hot water uses. Ignore
hot water use in office restrooms.
For each heater first identify whether it is a boiler (i.e. a
gas or oil fired unit) or a hot water tank. Usually the boilers
supply hot water for space heating and hot water tanks supply
hot water for washing, showering, etc. The tank may be heated
by an immersed hot water or steam coil coming from the boiler
in the plant room. If multiple heaters supply the same use
(e.g. 40 small electric tanks for 40 shower rooms) give data
for one and mention the total number. Fill in the following
table.
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Heater
No.

Tank or
Boiler

Tank Size, Gals or Fuel
Used
Boiler Heat Rate
BTU/HR

Thermo.
Setting

Uses

1
2

3
4

5

6

Now for the various hot water uses fill in questions 9 through
12 as applicable. If there is any other major hot water use supply
information on separate sheet.
9.

Yes/No
Hot Shower Facilities
If yes, answer the following:
a) Number of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)
b)

Total number of persons the hot shower facilities serve
per day

c)

Estimate the average daily hot water use in gallons per
day for all hot shower facilities

d)

Are the hot shower facilities about equally used
throughout the year?
Yes/No
If no, briefly describe below the months of high,
average, low use, any weekly variation in use
(e.g. greater use on weekends), etc.
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10.

Laundromat
Yes/No
If yes, answer the following:
a) Mo. of days ~er ~eek facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)
b)

Total number of persons the laundromat serves

c)

Estimate the average daily hot water use in gallons
per day for all laundromat facilities

d)

Are the laundromat facilities about equally used
throughout the year?
Yes/No
If no, briefly describe below the months of high, average,
low use, any weekly variation in use (e.g. greater use
on weekends), etc.
Total number of washing machines in entire premises

e)
f)
g)

11.

Capacity of each washing machine
lbs. of clothes
List the washing cycle used (e.g. 60% hot wash/warm rinse,
40% warm wash/cold rinse, etc.)

~--~----~

Cafeteria
If yes, answer the following:

Yes/No

a)

No. of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)

Total number of persons the cafeteria serves per meal

c)

No. of meals served per day

d)

Estimate the daily hot water use in gallons per day for
all cafeteria facilities

e)

Are the cafeteria facilities about equally used
throughout the year?
Yes/No
If no, briefly describe below the months of high,
average, low use, any weekly variation in use
(e.g. greater use on weekends), etc.
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12.

13.

Heated Swimming Pool
If yes, answer the following:

Yes/No

a)

No. of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Type

of Pool·
Indoor/Outdoor
Pool size
gallons
Lists months of year heated
Times of day when heated pool~--~~--~-------usually used
Is there a requirement on minimum pool temperature?
Yes/No
If yes, temperature
°F.

--~-

Space heating by hot water fan coil or baseboard
radiators
Yes/No
lf ~e~, an~~er the fo11owing~
a)

No. days per week buildings heated (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)
c)

Square feet of floor space heated
Is the building occupied for seven days a week day
and night?
Yes/No
lf no, bTief'y de~cribe bui1dinq use and occupancy
rate.

--=----~--=---
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APPENDIX C
REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE
To Determine the Potential of Solar Water Heating
in Florida State/County/Municipality/Governmental Buildings
At the request of the State of Florida, the Florida Solar Energy
Center and the Florida Technological University are jointly conducting a study to determine the potential of solar water heating in
existing and planned state/county/municipality/governmental buildings.
Following are the more common uses of hot water in state/
county/municipality/governmental buildings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hot showers
Cafeteria use in diswashing
Laundromat
Heated swimming pools
Space heating by hot water fan coils or by baseboard
radiators

At the present time we do not seek information on the small
amount of hot water used in restrooms of office buildings.
Please identify the different hot water uses in your facility
and fill in the questionnaire. Return to:
Dr. Robert D. Doering
Florida Technological Universi:ty
P. 0. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816
(305) 275-2236
Please call if you have any questions.
Please also send a brochure or write-up on the facility if such
a document exists.
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1.

Name of facility:
State 1.0. No. if any:

2.

Address:

3.

Name or person responsible for entire facility:
Phone No. ..

4.

Name

Position
Phone No.

5.

Is there any solar energy equipment on the premises now?
Yes
No
If yes, describe on a separate sheet.

6.

Is there plenty of (at least l/4th the floor area of the
buildings) unshaded roof or ground area where solar collectors
can be mounted?
Yes
No
Maybe

7.

Is there a potential of vandalism or other threat to application
Yes
No
of solar energy in the premises.
If yes, briefly describe.

8.

Present Hot Water Equipment
Identify the different hot water heaters used to supply any of the
five previously listed or other major hot water uses. Ignore
hot water use in office restrooms.
For each heater first identify whether it is a boiler (i.e. a gas
or oil fired unit) or a hot water tank. Usually the boilers
supply hot water for space heating and hot water tanks supply
hot water for washing, showering, etc. The tank may be heated
by an immersed hot water or steam coil coming from the boiler in
the plant room. If multiple heaters supply the same use (e.g.
40 small electric tanks for 40 shower rooms) give data for one
and mention the total number. Fill in the following table.
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Heater
Tank
Tank Size, Gals or
No.
or Boiler Boiler Heat Rate

Fuel
Used

BTU/HR

Thermostat
Setting

Uses

1
2

3

4
5

6

Now for the various hot water uses fill in questions 9 through 13 as
a~~'1cab,e. lf there 1s any other major hot ~ater use su~~'Y
information on separate sheet.
9.

Hot sho~er faci1ities
'<es
If yes, answer the following:

No

a)

Number of days per week facilities used te.g. 5 days/wk)

b)

Total number of persons the hot shower facilities serve
per day

c)

Estimate the average daily hot water use in gallons per
day for all hot shower facilities

d)

Are the hot shower facilities about equally used throughout
the year?
Yes
No

e)

Storage tank now in existance

f)

Source cf hot water
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10.

Laundromat

Yes

No

If yes, answer the following:

11.

a)

No. of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)

Total number of persons the laundromat serves

c)

Estimate the average daily hot water use in gallons per
day for all laundromat facilities.

d)

Are the laundromat facilities about equally used throughout the year?
Yes
No
If no, briefly describe below the months of high, average,
low use, any weekly variation in use (e.g. greater use on
weekends), etc.

e)

Source of hot water

f)

Storage tank now in existance

g)

Total number of washing machines in entire premises

h)

Capacity of each washing machine
-------------lbs. of clothes

i)

List the washing cycle used. (e.g. 60% hat wash/warm
rinse, 40% warm wash/cold rinse, etc.)

Cafeteria

Yes

No

If yes, answer the following:
a)

No. of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)

Total number of persons the cafeteria serves per meal

c)

No. of meals served per day

d)

Estimate the daily hot water use in gallons per day for
all cafeteria facilities

e)

Are the cafeteria facilities about equally used throughout
the year?

f)

Storage tank now in existance

g)

Source of hot water

12.

13.

No
Yes
Heated Swimming Pool
If yes, answer the following:
a) No. of days per week facilities used (e.g. 5 days/week)
b)

Type of pool (indoor, outdoor)

c)

Pool size

d.

Times of day when heated pool usually used

e.

Is there a requirement on minimum pool temperature?

f.

Yes
No
If yes, temperature
°F
Storage tank now in existance (i.e. 50 gal, 100 gal, etc.)

g.

Source of hot water (boiler, heater, etc. and sizing)

Space Heating by Hot Water Fan Coil or Baseboard Radiators
Yes
No
If yes, answer the following:

a)

No. of days per week buildings heated (e.g. 5 days/wk)

b)

Square feet of floor space heated

c)

Is the building occupied for seven days a week, day and
night?
If no, briefly describe building use and occupancy rate.

14.

Suppliers of Energy
a) Natural Gas
1.

2.

Supplier - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cost/unit - - - - - - - -

b)

Oi 1

c)

1. Supplier - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. Cost/unit - - - - - - - Electric

d)

1. Supplier - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. Cost/unit - - - - - - - Other
1.
2.

Supp1 i er - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cost/unit - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX D
ENERGY USAGE QUESTIONNAIRE
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Catherine A. Colford
Florida Technological University
Dept. of Industrial Engineering
P. 0. Box 25000
Orlando, Florida 32816
Dear Sirs:
Confirming our telephone conversation, I am working on a Solar
Research study for the State of Florida, STAR Project #76-7021.
In order to complete my study, I need the following information:
1.

The amount of energy used in the fiscal year 1975-76.
oi 1
ga 11 ons
type of fuel oil
natural gas
therms/cubic ft.
electric
KWH
other
( i . e .-,-p-r_o_p_a-ne-,~b-u-ta_n_e_,-et-c-.-r)---

2.

The total square feet of building area in which the energy
was expended.

------------------sq.

ft.

If your college is a multi-campus unit, would you please break down
this request/campus.
I would greatly appreciate the speedy return of this information as
it is very important to the completion of this grant. If you have
any questions my office phone is (305) 275-2115 or you can leave a
message at (305) 275-2236.
Sincerely,

Catherine A. Colford
CAC/bgc
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APPENDIX E
PAY BACK PROGRAM
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PAY BACK PROGRAM
This program computes the payback period according to the equation:

c1(1+d 1) P

=

l+e
( l +i) -LCm

As

where e is energy escalation
i is the inflation rate
and As, d1 , c1, Cm are as listed in Registers.
1 . Rcl 1
2. Enter
3. 1
4. +
5. Sto 1
6. RCL 1
7. Enter
8. RCL 2
9. x <-x> y
10. f y
11 . Enter
12. RCL 3
13. X
14. Enter
15. RCL 4
16. '7. Sto + 5

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31 .
32.
33.

RCL 7
Enter
1
+
Enter
RCLx1
fy
Enter
RCL 6
X

Sto 0
Enter
RCL 5
f x<y
GTO 00
RCL 1

34.

35.

REGISTERS
1 . Payback Period upu (HP)
2. Base Number (l+e)
l+i
3. Annual Savings (As)
4. Maintenance ( Cm)
5. Partial Sum (HP)
6. Initial Cost (C 1)
7. Cost of Money (d 1)
8. CI(d 1+l)P (HP)
COMMENTS: R/S must be pushed after each partial sum until the payback
period is displayed. The calculator will always round up the payback
period.
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APPENDIX F
TRAVEL REPORT

APPENDIX F
TRAVEL REPORT
BY:

Catherine A. Colford

PLACE:

Valencia Community College, West Campus

PERSON: Mr. Boardman, Director of Physical Plant
Met with Mr. Boardman and he took me on a tour of the physical
facilities.

There they have two gas fired boilers which supply

the hot water for the heating and domestic use.
Since at the present time there is no gym facility or pool facility,
I surmised that the primary user of the domestic hot water produced
would be the cafeteria.

The machines in the kitchen which used the

majority of the hot water was a Hobart Dishwasher, Model #CRS-86,
and an Insinger Machine Company Pot Washer.

I then spoke with Mr.

Bill Wall of the Saga Food Corporation which runs the cafeteria to
determine the demand on these machines.

He said that they run the

diswasher from 7:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. and the pot washer from
8:00A.M. to 11:00 A.M. and 2:00P.M. to 4:00P.M. approximately 1
full hour for the first time block and 1-1/2 hours for the second
time block.
I then examined the holding tank within this building for the supply
of hot water.

They have on a roof facility an 800 gallon holding

tank of the 140° water coming from the physical plant.

As the water
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is drawn for the cafeteria use, it is passed through a heat exchanger
to raise it to 180° necessary for the utilities, the heat exchanger is
fed steam from the physical plant.

I then toured the roof area.

It

is an open barpit roof approximately 20,000 sq. ft. and ideal location
for a solar heater.

Since all the buildings are connected by covered

walk-ways, the next building we toured was the nursing facility.
There were 2 100 gallon electric hot water heaters, 208 U, lOkw,
180 psi, Model #RE 100210, W. L. Jack Mar, Chattanooga, Tenn.

The

daily demand on these heaters at the time of this trip was not known.
A metering device would be needed to be installed to determine this
at a later date.

The temperature demand was between 120 - 140°F.

Again the roof area was similar to that of the cafeteria.
I was then told that a heated swimming pool and gym facility was
planned within the next few years and the campus architects are
Murphy-Hunt &Shivers in Orlando.
Campus.

This ended by tour of the Valencia
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CONTACT PERSON &ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Ed Osborn:

Dishwasher Rep.

Bill Wall:

Cafeteria Director

Mr. Boardman:

#299-5000

Physical Plant Director #299-5000

Insinger Machine Company:

Pot Washer Manufacturer
Philadelphia, PA
#2,5

Fuel type and source:

Heating Temp. Required:
Demand times:

#341-6695

Orlando

~~-4800

Natural Gas
Florida Gas
$.1911/therm.
(interrupted)
140°F

Mon. - Friday
9:00A.M. - 3:00P.M.

Hot water demand of dishwasher:

402 gallons/hr.

Hot water demand of pot washer:

60 gallons/hr

Note:

They very seldom fire up the 2nd boiler.

This travel report is submitted by Catherine A. Colford
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APPENDIX G
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
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The preceeding economic analysis and conclusions have been based
on a set of assumptions pertaining to the economic factors.

Although

the assumptions are intended to be reasonable, it would be persumptuous
to assume that the future will match any preconceived set of estimates.
Changes in the assumptions will have two major ramifications.

First,

the actual lifetime savings for a solar system corresponding to the
basic design may differ from the estimates given.

This represents a

risk to the potential investor (State of Florida) that has already
implemented the system.

Second, if the changes are preceived before

implementation of the system then the design will change.

This

represents an uncertainity about the likely competitiveness (feasibility) of the solar system.
To measure the potential risk inherent in using the estimator
factors in the economic analysis, a series of variations were examined.
The bases that were examined are:
o

6% and 8% fuel escalation
(6% inflation and 2% maintenance)

o

0%, 1% and 3% maintenance
(10% fuel escalation and 6% inflation)

The net life cycle savings and payback period have been selected
as the axes to reflect the criteria on which feasibility is based.
The calculations are based on the data given in Example 1. The
sensitivity graph is shown in Figure 12. The variations are plotted
around a reference point of
10% fuel escalation --- 6% inflatidn---2% maintenance
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As can be seen in Figure 12, the feasibility criteria is very
sensitive to changes in the estimator factors.

This analysis reinforces

the recommendation that future investigations should be conducted to
determine lower risk economic factors.
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